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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to episodic events in
the geologic time scale of the evolution of life on earth, and to discuss
potentially cyclic behavior relative to galactic structure. The question, is
a simple one: Do galactic processes affect the solar system? It is known*
that the sun is moving at about 220 ± 15 km/sec at a distance of about 8.5 ±
0.5 kpc from the galactic center. This motion, if circular and unperturbed,
implies an orbital period of 237 ± 21 My for the solar system around the
galaxy. The Milky Way also evidences structure typically interpreted as
"spiral arms," in the distribution of gas clouds in its central plane. The
relative motion of the spiral arms, known as the "pattern speed," is about
2/3 that of the sun.- Consequently the solar system gains upon and passes
through all the structure in its orbital plane once in three rotations or ~700
My. If this structure is persistent over times longer than 700 My, it is clear
that the interaction (if any) can be called cyclic. Furthermore, if there is
any sub-structure or inner pattern to the 700 My cycle, it may show up as higher
harmonics. Age estimates for the Milky Way are 12-15 By, or ~17 to 22 "structure
cycles" of 0.70 By. It seems not unreasonable to expect some persistence of a
pattern over a few structure cycles. It must be noted that the "pattern speed"
is quite uncertain. Perhaps geophysical evidence can be used to improve on
the nominally 700 My structure cycle which is assumed in this paper. Figures l(a)

& (b) compare the geologic vs. the proposed galactic time scale.
j

2. Are Mass Extinctions and Rapid Evolution Caused by Galactic Shocks?

The geological record of the earth, as it is now known through research in
biogeology, stratigraphy, paleogeography, paleomagnetisra, and sedimentology,
shows distinctive records of life forms at different time intervals in geologic
time.^ It also shows distinctive records of major changes in the environ-
ment for life on earth between those time intervals. The best known event
boundary is the end of the Cretaceous Period of the Mesozoic Era, 65 My ago,
when the dinosaurs became extinct.^>5 Less dramatic changes have occurred in
the types of life on earth, on a more frequent, finer time scale than the Era
or the Period. Within the Tertiary Period, for example, five epochs are cus-
tomarily identified. The principal question is: What events triggered the
changes which led to mass extinctions, followed by the ascendancy of new, more
elaborate life forms? A related question is: When will the next extinction
occur? Also of interest is the rate of evolution of life. Has it been con-
stant over time or have there been physical events which promoted rapid aad
dramatic change?



\ Recently Hsii, et al.,^. summarized the state of knowledge regarding the
end of the Cretaceous, and related mass mortality. They concluded that the
extinction was not instantaneous, but took a few tens of thousands of years.
They further concluded that their new data from a deep sea drilling project
was not in contradiction with the theory of cometary impact as a cause of mass
mortality in the oceans (the famous iridium layer" above the Cretaceous -
tertiary boundary being a possible relic of such a collision). But, they have
no explanation for the impact event itself.

Very recently, Mazaud, Laj, de Seze, and Verosub" examined the frequency of
reversals of the earth's magnetic field. It has been proposed (Uffen) in 1963
that if the magnetic field disappears or is greatly attenuated during a reversal in
polarity, the earth would lose some of its shielding against cosmic rays, causing
increased mutation rates. A doubling in cosmic radiation was predicted. It is
known that, dviring reversal, the magnetic field drops to perhaps 1/5 of normal
for a time short in the geologic sense (a few thousands of years; see Glass &
Heezen^), but many generations long to all forms of life. But how can doubling
the cosmic ray background explain extinctions in marine life forms shielded by
the ocean? Food chain disruptions are one possibility. Also, it has not yet
been established that a small increase in background radiation levels either
•increases the mutation rate, or the mortality of living plants and animals. On
the contrary, mouse mortality has been found to be reduced by small increases in
dose rates. It is concluded that magnetic reversals and background radiation
changes may contribute to epoch boundaries but are not the dominant factor in
mass extinctions between geologic periods. The correlation predicted by Uffen
between magnetic reversals and evolution does seem to mark quite well the epochs
of the Cenozoic Era (see Mazaud Fig. 1, especially the LKC time scale. Peaks in
reversal frequency occur at about 8-12 My, 25-30 My, 38-42 My, plus a very broad
peak over 55-70 My). Reversal data for the Paleozoic and Mesozoic Era are given
by Glass & Heezen.' Reversals occurred at about 220, 225, 230, 415, 430, 510,
540, and 550 My ago. Still unknown is the cause of magnetic field reversals.
Perhaps reversals are another manifestation of an as yet undetermined primary cause.
Changes in the earth's convection patterns have been proposed as the cause of
field reversals. But why (if this is true) did the convection patterns change?

3. Evolution in a Stressed Environment

Still unexplained is the question of how do magnetic field reversals have
such a dramatic effect on evolution and on the life on earth? Until the next one
occurs (and some think it is overdue!), one must speculate about environmental
factors. Given a placid, non-stressful environment which persists for many
millions of years, it is conjectured that the available ecological niches will
saturate, and evolution will only produce second-order revisions in the form and
function of all organisms. No niches will be available to foster a whole new
life concept - particularly one achieved by mutation which has carried with it
weaknesses. Most mutations seem to be harmful. In a highly competitive,
saturated ecological environment, such first-order "mutations will not prosper.
Second-order revisions in color, size, form, etc. may neither improve nor impair
ability to compete and to retain an ecological niche. They can replicate,
proliferating minor revisions on a basic theme.

But now consider such a placid, relatively static environment, per-
turbed and stressed by changed conditions such as global shifts in climate or
temperature, caused by episodes of cometary impacts. Some previously successful
life forms will not be equal to the environmental challenge, and their numbers



will diminish, opening up ecological niches. The previous "steady-state"
biomass will be diminished with time, further stressing other organisms via
food chains. When the initial geophysical perturbation is removed (e.g.: a
new magnetic field of near-normal magnitude is established, or the atmosphere
has cleared of debris from a cometary collision). The biomass will have fallen
to a very different level, depending upon the duration and magnitude ("impulse")
of the perturbation. At this point, a whole wealth of opportunities will exist
for mutations and forms with exotic combinations of advantages and disadvantages.
Because many ecological niches will then be available without serious (highly
adapted) competition many more mutations than usual will survive to propagate,
and no enhance their advantages and reduce their deficiencies as competition
increases and niches are filled. In essence, it is postulated that mutation rates
alone do not determine the proliferation rate of life; the ecological system must
have space (niches) available also, to support the less competitive initial
offspring. A gradual "phasing in" of competition thereafter will, after Darwin,
provide the necessary mechanism to evolve to life-forms which will be successful
in the next near steady-state, unstressed epoch. Enhanced mutation rates are
not at all necessary, in this evolutionary model.

4. Galactic Structure

What about the major geologic boundaries between the Eras? Were conditions
during those transitions even more stressful to life than those initiated by
peaks in magnetic reversal frequency? It seems that they must have been. Major
impacts of cometary bodies on earth could have, by chance or by other means,
clustered in time at those transitions and thereby provided the necessary addi-
tional environmental stress. But if not by chance, then what mechanism would
be responsible? The answer is postulated to be of galactic origin: the galactic
shock. Galaxies often demonstrate a structure containing arms in a spiral or
barred spiral configuration. Our galaxy, The Milky Way, is a spiral. A.very
recent picture of the large-scale structure of the Milky Way is provided by
Blitz, Fich, and Kulkarni.8 They identify four known arms (Carina, Orion, Perseus,
and Cygnus) for The Milky Way, and they postulate, on grounds of symmetry, the
existence of a fifth un-named arm on the opposite side of the galaxy, about 180°
from the Perseus arm. It is to be noted that the Carina and Cygnus arms appear
to be symmetry pairs, but the Orion arm has no postulated symmetry partner.
Observations to detect the arm structure on the far side of the galaxy are virtu-
ally impossible for galactic longitudes near 0°. Galactic shocks are associated
with the existence of galactic arms, and are believed to be responsible for their
formation.

The density wave theory of galactic spirals9*10 predicts a large-scale shock
in the interstellar gas along spiral arms. It is believed to be a triggering
mechanism for star formation, via sudden compression. Some description of the
density wave theory of the galactic shock is now essential, and is taken from
Yuan and Wang. "Interstellar gas clouds are visualized as cold, dense regions
embedded in and kept in pressure balance with the hot, tenuous intercloud medium.
The clouds and the intercloud medium are comoving, most of the time. Exceptions
occur only at places where the intercloud medium experiences a shock of the type
of atomic collision, and hence slows down immediately to the postshock
velocity. Without knowing the drastic change having taken place in the intercloud
medium, the cloud while still moving with supersonic speed will plunge into the
shock front, and be compressed into star formation by the intercloud medium."



Key results from Yuan, Wang, and Shu, are that the thickness of the shock
layer of the cloud medium is of the order of 100 pc, that the phase transition
thickness is about 20 pc, and that the time scale for the phase transition is
about 800,000 years.

The density wave theory of galactic spirals also predicts a rotational
period for these waves of ~2/3 of the galactic rotation period. For our own
galaxy (rotation period of ~237 My), this relationship implies that for every
three galactic rotations in ~700 My there will be two complete rotations of a
particular density wave. It follows that our sun must pass through (or at
least near) one density wave for each galactic arm in existance during each
700 My. This is a new mechanism for explaining major ecological stresses at
boundaries between geologic eras, and to mark the earliest stages of the
evolution of life on earth. The sun and our earth must pass periodically
through galactic arms, during which time they are in regions of space
occupied by condense objects too small to become stars without further accre-
tion. Such objects are now proposed to have impacted the earth, in non-random
clusters, with devastating effect to the biosphere.

4. Evolution of Galactic Structure

The process by which a galaxy is born is not understood. The "Big Bang"
theory assumes that galaxies form some 100 My after baryons condense out of the
initial cataclysmic explosion. The size of a galaxy is also not well-known.
Its dimensions depend upon the frequency of radiation one chooses for observa-
tion, and upon deduced mass-distribution models adjusted to fit galactic rota-
tion curves. Perhaps it would be easiest to define a galaxy as all space sur-
rounding its visible component which lies within a gravitational null surface.
Then all matter within this null surface is gravitationally bound to the galaxy.
Presumably even this definition can alter with time, because the position of
the null surface must vary as galaxies move relative to each other.

But, by some process, we obtain a partially visible massive object con-
sisting of four major parts:

1. The central bulge, a flattened spheroidal shape.
2. The thin disk component.
3. Extended outer envelope, or the spheroidal component; Population II

Stars occupy it.
4. The halo, or corona, extending well beyond the visible arms;

presumed to be the home of the "missing mass," and postulated to
account for the flatness of the galactic rotation curve at
large radii.

At the center of the galaxy, some form of "engine" exists which controls
(or at least influences) its evolution. It has been suggested that a massive
black hole could be there. The important thing, in terms of galactic structure,
is to try to understand processes happening near the galactic center. Is
matter falling into or being ejected from the galactic center? What overall
dynamic mass flows are there? Can shock waves be initiated by, "sputtering" or
intermittent turning on and off of these flows? Additional details of how
galactic structure may arise naturally from fusion processes is givef, in a
companion paperll.



It seems reasonable that the final form of a spiral galaxy is an elliptical.
It is only necessary to find a mechanism to collect the vast majority of gaseous
material, and convert it into stars. This seems to be accomplished by the
central "engine" and galactic shocks in arms or in molecular clouds. At some
point, the amount of free gaseous material available must start to run out.
Schematically, the power/time history of the central engine must be as shown
in Fig. 2.

A rotating collection of matter such as a protogalaxy has a principal axis
of rotation. It has no other obvious property by which it might acquire some
form of symmetry> If the galactic engine has anisotropic properties, then
formation of a disk must be taken as evidence for its anisotropy. The alternative
is that the disk forms without the assistance of an engine, strictly through
convective processes. For the purpose of this paper, it will be postulated
that two opposing torodial mass flows, driven by the galactic engine, form the
disk as a consequence of the two primary outflows interacting gravitationally
with each other, and as a consequence of the anisotropic emission from the
fusion engine (see Fig. 3 ) . Mass inflow of "dark matter" occurs along the
axis of rotation, from high galactic latitudes. This mass is accelerated to
the vicinity of the galactic engine, reprocessed (by fusion reactions), and
ejected over a range of low latitudes about the plane of the disk. Further-
more, it is gravitationally bound into the disk plane at this time. The
simplest analogy is weaving a rope from multiple strands to form an arm. Disk
warping would arise from an imbalance of the two opposing flows, but delayed
by flow field changes during the transit time from galactic engine to disk
edge. Another natural consequence of the postulated two opposing flows would
be transverse rotation of material in the arms, about their longitudinal axes
in order to conserve z-direction momentum. A corkscrew trajectory would result
for material in the arms, which would give rise to the many "kinks" in galactic
arms. A corkscrew shape when viewed at various angles is shown in Fig. 4.
"Scalloping" of atomic hydrogen gas clouds around the disk of the Milky Way
was noted by Blitz, Fich, and Kulkarni.9 An azimuthal wave number of ~10 was
estimated by them for this fine structure, even though they only estimate four
arms may be present (the Orion arm is not given full status as an "arm", but is
instead shown only near the solar circle). Again, gas motion about the long
axis of an arm could reproduce the scalloping effect.

5. Interaction Mechanisms

First, let us consider possible mechanisms which could affect the solar
system. Certainly some possibilities are quite speculative, and may be
difficult to support observationally. Table 1 lists some possibilities.



Table 1. Potential Galactic Interactions with the Solar System

Perturbation

1. Passage through a
molecular cloud

Effect Postulated

1.1 Change of solar energy received on earth

1.1.a Sun's power level shifts

1.1.b Increased obscuration of the sun

by an intervening dust cloud

1.2 Increased collision rate with condensed
objects - i.e., large meteorites or comets

1.3 "Rain" on earth of both beneficial and
toxic chemical compounds, with serious
consequences to life. Limited to fusion
products, ligliter than nickel

2. Passage through
supernova debris

As for Mo• 1. Only of "galactic" origin
if supernovas are triggered by changes in
the local environment of a susceptible star,
such as massive amounts of nuclear fuel in a
density wave passing by the star. Fission
products and all heavy elements synthesized in
the supernova are now available to impact the
solar system

3. Crossing the plane
of the galaxy

3.1 Galactic disk is known to be warped. The
galactic magnetic field is known to be very
complex, with many reversals, in the galactic
plane. Precession of magnetic field of the
earth and sun over ~10l+ years, leading to
earth's field reversal and solar power output
changes during the reversal.



One of today's mysteries concerning galaxies in general, is the apparent
inconsistency in dynamically observed mass. This "missing mass," or nonluminous
matter, is postulated to account for the flat rotation curve of our galaxy for
radii beyond that of our sun. If it does exist, it is unlikely to be distrbu-
ted isotropically along the orbital path of the sun around the galaxy. It can
therefore be considered to be a special type of gas cloud, with consequences as
in Table 1, Item 1.

6. Discussion of Postulated Effects from Galactic Structure

The solar "constant" is now known to vary periodically. The insolation
of the earth is, among other factors, a function of small orbital perturbations
such as the ~26,000 year wobble of its axis of rotation. But, since scientific
observation of the sun has only spanned such a short time, we have no direct
evidence of long-term solar cycles other than the ~11 year sunspot cycle.
Theories of stellar evolution all rely on assumptions of uniformity and isotropy.
The "equilibrium" evolution of stars is predictable, but the details of any
transient behavior are beyond present capabilities. The key question is, what
limits solar luminosity? The sun is globally stable, yet locally highly un-
stable. Its power is limited by convection processes to bring fresh raw materials
to active fusion sites and to remove fusion products. If this were not so, it
would explode like a hydrogen bomb. For any reaction process, the reaction power
is

P = RQ, where Q is the energy release per event

and

R - Nj,N2a v, where Ni and N2 are projectile and

target densities, and "a is an effective nuclear cross section for the given
process for relative velocity "v".

Many nuclear reactions are known and/or postulated to occur in the sun.
As they take place, the relative densities of projectiles and targets are
systematically changed. Also, the effective cross section is a complex function
of the particle energy distribution. Production and loss processes find a
nominal balance which is the steady-state power level. Models of stellar fusion
which are not uniform and isotropic have yet to be developed. The point is that
variations in fusion power output from the sun are really not well understood in
terms of transient stability, geometrical arrangement, or even of its effect on
the angular or energy distribution of emitted radiation.

Sunspots are one observational evidence of non-uniform fusion processes in
the sun. Are they cooler because of lowered fusion reaction rates in their
vicinity? Or because they consist of reduced-emission material convected from
an especially active interior fusion domain? Solar flares also are evidence
of localized very strong solar activity. Is this activity generated strictly
as a statistical flunctuation in convection processes in the sun? Or is a flare
assisted by infall of raw material onto the surface of the sun?



The sun's magnetic field reverses polarity with each sunspot cycle.
How is this related to its fusion power output? Magnetic fields are a con-
sequence of electric currents, which in turn are a consequence of charge
separation. Without charge separation, there wouLi be no magnetic field. How
does a stellar fusion process create a charge separation? The simplest way is
to accelerate electrons and ions to high speeds. Currents then exist, and
charge separation can occur if the charge to mass ratios of the current-carrying
particles are different. Fortunately, they are much different for electrons
and protons. The effect necessary to produce charge separation is a difference
in gyromagnetic radius: as electrons or protons pass through a region of strong
magnetic field, the electrons will get "hung-up," gyrating around the field
lines, while protons pass through until opposing electrostatic forces from
charge separation build up to equilibrate the process. Fusion processes on
the sun must create a mobile charge separation network which is dynamically
equilibrated by convection currents of charged particles. It is locally un-
stable, but the pattern persists in time.

What is the sequence of events likely to be, for passage through an arm
of the galaxy? Since the pattern speed is less than the sun's orbital speed,
the sun gains on the arm and enters it on its "underside," closest to the
galactic center. This is where a strong shock is believed to be located, with
formation of new stars following in a few million years. Presumably debris from
supernova explosions will not be uniformly distributed across an arm if these
explosions are induced by shocks. The debris from star formation may be expected
to be non-uniformly distributed also. Since the galactic arms appear to be
corkscrew shaped, and not strictly coplanar, then it seems possible that the
solar circle about the galaxy could be distorted toward or away from the galactic
disk by gravitational attraction of the massive arm itself. If there are cir-
cular mass motions about the axis of an arm, then these motions would tend to
"order" the relative velocities of the sun and potential impact material, and
to induce a higher-harmonic cycle (or at least fine-structure) to potential
collision processes.

Of concern to life on earth is the chemical composition of any giant mole-
cular cloud (GMC) through which the sun and earth may travel. Chemical dif-
ferentiation of infall gases by the central galactic "engine" through fusion,
and possibly by neutron capture, must initially convert primordial gases (pre-
sumably hydrogen) into higher atomic number materials. Recycling these once-
through clouds again, must form even higher atomic number materials. The pro-
cess would initially produce He, followed by the light elements such as C, N,
and 0. Later, F and Ne would become significant. Hence one could assess the age
(since its last visit to the galactic center) of a GMC by its chemical composi-
tion: a young GMC would have been made with more high-z material than an old
GMC. Presumably also the age of a GMC must correlate with its radial position,
radial velocity, and bulk average temperature.

With regard to passage through a molecular cloud, or a gas cloud, the
potential for disruption to life on earth is clearly a function of the transit
time through the cloud, the transit time through any associated high-density
shocks, and the cloud's composition and density. If it contained large accreted
bodies (due to shocks) then clearly the hazard from meteorites would greatly
increase. How large is a GMC? How quickly would it be traversed in the GMC
rotated with the spiral arm pattern? GMC's range up to 106Mo and have dia-
meters up to 100 pc. The transit time would be up to 1.3 My, which is not
"instantaneous," but it is almost instantaneous on a geologic time scale. The
average density of a GMC is about 1 Mo p e r ( p c ) 3 > o r a h y d r o g e n density of



77 protons/cm^. The local peak density behind a shock front can be orders
of magnitude higher, and the shock may be only about 20 pc thick.3»10 In that
case, a transit time for the sun to pass through a shock would be 0.26 My.
Smaller clouds and smaller shocks would be traversed in even less time. This
time is of the right order of magnitude for some transitions in geologic time.

Molecular clouds in galaxies are known to exist in many chemical forms:
OH, H2CO, CO, H20, HCN, H2, HC0

+, NH3, and CH are all reported by Morris and
Rickard.*^ it is not unreasonable to assume that other light elements will be
found as solid grains in clouds, such as Be, Li, or B. Fluorine and neon also
must be created by the fusion processes which created or altered the molecular
clouds.

The process by which our earth acquired an atmosphere and an ocean is not
well established. Neither is chemical differentiation well-established to account
for all types of mineral deposits. It seems very unlikely, for example, that heavy
element deposits such as uranium ores were present as part of earth's primordial
composition. It seems very unlikely that any heavy mineral deposits would remain
frozen on earth's crust. It seems fairly reasonable that many unusual mineral
deposits on earth are of impact origin. Some typical data for uranium ore de-
posits will be discussed later in this paper. Similarly, it is not totally un-
reasonable to suggest that some fraction of earth's atmosphere and oceans was
acquired since earth's formation 4.7 By ago.

It is clearly speculative to comment upon a "rain" of unusual chemical con-
tent from a GMC, from the atmosphere onto the oceans and the land surface of the
earth. But the connection is so suggestive: Biomass is limited ultimately by
resources, such as living space and the chemicals of life. The earth's carbon
cycle is a case in point. Biomass is limited by the availability of carbon,
nitrogen, and phosphorus. What would happen if the availabiity of such materials
were to increase substantially, and to remain high for a very long time? Perhaps
the coal-swamp conditions and incredible plant biomass of the carboniferous, and
associated massive coal deposits, were not due to chemical differentiation or
erosion processes alone. An influx of galactic rain materials by slow accretion
over an extended time, or of massive amounts episodically, could dramatically
alter the level of biological activity on earth.

SimiLarly, shellfish are ultimately limited in biomass by the availability
of calcium or phosphorus in the oceans. Other limits like ocean temperature and
competition for other resources apply too. But without calcium or phosphorus
the shellfish cannot either grow rapidly or proliferate to higher levels of
biomass. Perhaps it is more than merely suggestive, that the biomass of snellfish
also has responded to inputs of calcium from time to time. Certainly it is well-
established that the physical size, and number of species, and fossil bed fre-
quency (proportional to then-current biomass) of shellfish has varied substantially
in the geologic record. Cook & Shergold^ provfde a detailed discussion of
the "Cambrian Explosion" of life which took place at the Precambrian-Cambrian
boundary. Their hypothesis is that "a major increase in the phosphorus content
of the marine photic zone occurred at about the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary
as a consequence of enhanced oceanic overturn, following a period of decreased
overturn." Worldwide phosphorite deposits are dated by Cook & Shergold as pri-
marily from 570-610 My, but some exist at 530-560 My and again at about 700 My
(see Figs. 5 and 6). They also emphasize that no form of life is known which can
exist without phosphorus. It is my contention that the source of continental
phosphorite deposits is not well understood, and furthermore should be investi-
gated as a possible geological marker of an extended series of impacts of extra-
terrestrial material.



Uranium ore deposits of very high original enrichment and extent are
fairly rare.'-'* Figure 7 illustrates, for a few of them, the interesting
time correlation which exists for their ages. If they are of extra-terrestrial
origin, then they must be either from supernova debris, or from our own sun
via some equivalent, less-severe but rapid neutron-capture process. The
ultimate origin is less important than that there appears to be a "clustering"
in time.

Figure 8 is adapted from Blitz^ to show a "structure time clock" in
relationship to the sun's rotation around the galaxy. In reading this clock,
it is suggestive that our sun was leaving the Carina arm 65 My ago when the
dinosaurs became extinct, they had originated about the time the sun left the
new, unnamed arm, and survived the entire inter-arm period of about 180 My.
The next inter-arm period extended from ~300 My to 405 My, until the sun approached
the Cygnus arm. At about 480-550 My, the sun was in another inter-arm period.
The Precambrian-Cambrian interface is then associated with structure between
the Cygnus and the Perseus arm. timing of events is believed to be repetitive,
but not precisely so, because of "kinks" and knots in the arms. Further arm
passages and shocks can be approximately predicted if the arm pattern is a
persistent one over times longer than a few By. Major shocks to come are:

1. Perseus: +55-105 My
2. Cygnus: +240-270 My
3. Un-named: +375-405 My
4. Carina: +565-605 My

Inter-arm shocks are also possible to predict, but the fine-structure of the
Cenozoic Era must be assumed to apply. The geological time boundaries are:

Time Began,My ago AT

Pleistocene 2

Pliocene 10 8

Miocene 27 17

Oligocene 38 11

Eocene 55 17

Paleocene 65 10

If one assumes symmetry about 10 My ago (i.e., from -65 My to +55 My), then
future shocks would occur at +7, +18, +15, and +45 My. Our present situation
could then be of present conditions persisting for the next 7 My - a comforting
thought.

It is probably more correct to assume that the two major boundaries per
cycle are every 340 My. In that case, symmetry is improved over the past 65 My
and one can conclude that "now" {+1 My) is the time to begin a new cycle.

7. Conclusions

The evidence presented is certainly not complete, but it ^s_ very suggestive
of cyclic patterns of galactic origin having an effect on the earth and/or



the sun. If it truly is cyclical, then the geologic record for cratering,
extinctions, life proliferation, ore bodies, etc. can be better understood as
to how we and the solar system arrived at this point in our evolution, and
as to potential dangers ahead. Astronomical obervations should be made at
X. = 90", toward the Perseus arm, to look for new stars forming as evidencs of
gas clouds and shocks awaiting our arrival in the next several My. The infer-
ences drawn support the conclusion that the pattern speed of the galaxy is
above 2/3 the rotation speed. Finally, the geologic scale of time should be
redrawn in correspondence to galactic cycles. The Cenozoic will then extend
to ~fl20 My (the far side of the Perseus arm), and the Mesozoic corresponding
to the gap to the "unnamed" arm of Blitz. The Paleozoic would be better split
into Upper and Lower, using the start of the Silurian at 435 My ago as the
interface. The Lower Paleozoic would extend to the Pre-Cambrian-Cambrian
interface, and the Ediacarian Era would take up the remainder in the inter-arm
gap back to the Perseus arm. Ediacarian time extends back to ~670 My ago, at
which time soft-bodied fauna first appeared1**. From a biological point of view,
the Milky Way has (or had!) five arms.
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Fig. l(a) Geologic vs Galactic Time Scale
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Fig. l(b) Geologic vs Galactic Time Scale
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Fig. 2 Characteristics of Galactic Engines
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Fig. 3 Toroidal Mass Flow in a CFE
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Fig. 4 Spiral Arm Lateral Mstions vs Viewing Angles
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Fig. 8 Four-Arm Galaxy (Milky Way) Model of Blitz
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